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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Yannis S. Costopoulos (1938-2021)

      annis Costopoulos was born in Athens in 1938. He was 

      the son of Spyros Costopoulos, a banker from Kalamata 

and Eurydice Mantzounis, born into a family of prominent 

entrepreneurs from Tripolis.

He studied Naval Architecture at King’s College, University of 

Durham, England. Yet, as he often used to say, he had never 

thought of becoming involved in anything other than the family 

bank. The sea always held a strong attraction for him and 

throughout his life he was actively involved in sailing, winning 

major distinctions in open-sea sailing competition events. 

Apart from that, he participated in the design of his own 

sailing boats, named Okyalos (“swift-sailing”, after the Homeric  

“ ’ω α ος να~ς” used to describe Ulysses’ ship), which started 

a tradition of their own in sailing. Another indication of his love 

of the sea was the fact that he wanted his Biographical Note 

to always mention his experience of serving as an assistant 

engineer officer on a specialized cargo vessel.

After finishing his studies, Yannis Costopoulos worked in a number of banks in the U.S.A. to acquire banking experience, 

returning to Greece in 1963 to join Commercial Credit Bank and start his banking career. He initially worked in various 

positions within the Bank, in order to gain the requisite experience of its overall operations, and in 1964 he was 

appointed Executive Manager at the Bank’s General Management Office. On June 4, 1968, he was elected Member of 

the Bank’s Board of Directors. Five years later, on January 4, 1973, Yannis Costopoulos assumed duties as Managing 

Director in the place of his father, who continued to serve as Chairman of the Board.

Y
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When Yannis Costopoulos was appointed Managing Director, 

Credit Bank, although it had grown rapidly in the years after the 

war, was still small in size compared to the giants that were the 

National Bank and the Commercial Bank, which practically 

dominated the Greek banking market at the time. 

In 1972, the share of Commercial Credit Bank relative to all 

commercial banks stood at 4.50% of total assets, 4.90% of total 

deposits and 4.42% of total loans. In 1974, the Bank was operating 

48 Branches, of which 18 in the regions of Attica, Piraeus and 

Thessaloniki, and the remaining 30 in other major Greek cities. 

Moreover, in 1973 the Bank’s Personnel stood at over 

1,700 individuals.

The presence of Yannis Costopoulos in Commercial Credit Bank marks the acceleration of the procedures for the Bank’s 

modernization. Already since 1965, 20% of its share capital was held by three foreign banks, among which Manufacturers 

Hanover Trust, one of the world’s largest banks at the time, which later on would end up holding this entire stake.

The same period also sees the introduction of computerization in the Bank and the launch of the implementation of the 

Teller automated transactions system. Starting in 1972, the Bank’s computerization is expanded and systematized, 

becoming a key driver of its future growth, as demonstrated by the dramatic improvement of all performance indicators.

Yet the most impressive and revolutionary change comes in 1972 with the introduction of the Bank's new corporate 

identity, which also includes the change of its corporate name to Credit Bank. A characteristic element of this change is 

the introduction of the Bank’s new corporate logo, which remains in use to this day: it was derived from the reverse type 

of the silver stater of Aegina, the first city-state to mint coins in ancient Greece. Olive green is also adopted as the 

official corporate color, as a reminder of the olive groves of Kalamata, the Bank’s place of origin. Yannis Costopoulos 

leads himself the effort for corporate renewal, and is personally involved in the choice of the new corporate logo.
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The choice of the Aegina stater as the new corporate logo was not accidental. In 1972, the Bank launches its Numismatic 

Collection. Its starting point was his personal collection, which –according to the story as told by Yannis Costopoulos 

himself– he started with the coins that his sister Annie had given to him as a present. Over time, this collection grew 

to become what is today one of the most important coin collections worldwide.

The period after the fall of the 1967-1974 dictatorship is marked by the deterioration 

of the Greek economy, compounded by inflation, problematic enterprises, volatility in 

foreign exchange rates, the petrol crisis and the progressively growing public debt, 

while in 1975 the State assumes control of the Commercial Bank Group. 

These conditions are particularly favorable for the growth of Credit Bank, as the 

State-controlled banks – in other words, around 80% of the banking sector – are 

obliged to carry the burden of financing the State and the public enterprises, particularly 

so the problematic industrial ones. In spite of the fact that this environment favors the 

growth of his bank, Yannis Costopoulos is at the forefront of the efforts for the 

modernization of the Greek banking system. In 1978, as a member of the Harissopoulos 

Committee for the modernization of the banking system, he undertakes the study on the competitiveness of the Greek 

banking system. In his view: “The overall conclusion of the study is that the Greek banking system, undersized in terms 

of development and over-centralized in terms of structure, adhering to traditional business activities and cut off from 

modern international trends, with insufficient earnings, restricted primarily by the economic policy, has many serious 

competitive weaknesses, which basically are not due to any fault on its part and which inevitably place it in 

a position that is inferior compared to that of the European systems”. He even goes 

as far as to openly state, in 1979, that “the profits of commercial banks are under 

persecution”.

The new institutional framework created in the Greek market during the 1980s 

offers significant opportunities for the growth of the Bank's business enabling Yannis 

Costopoulos to confidently state: “Our time has come”. The deregulation of the 

Greek banking system, which had already made its first hesitant steps and is further 

accelerated in view of Greece's participation in the Economic and Monetary Union, 

allows Credit Bank to grow at a pace and to standards that are radically different 

from those of the past.
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In the meantime, Spyros Costopoulos dies in 1984 and Yannis Costopoulos also assumes the duties of Chairman of 

the Board of Directors of Credit Bank.

Having full control of the Bank’s management, Yannis Costopoulos proceeds steadily to create a business Group that 

will benefit from placing new products to the market as well as from the latter’s deregulation. At the same time, the 

strategy adopted in the field of IT had proven to be so successful, that Yannis Costopoulos was able to state, in 1988: 

“We are so strong in this area, that we can also provide services to third parties, and although this might seem 

strange, we do so in such a way that it also benefits us. It keeps us close to developments or to the competition, 

because quite often banks shut themselves up and do not look any further. By having a subsidiary that also sells to 

third parties, we can price things better and, in addition, we are the only ones that have a full-scale backup unit which 

can cover our needs in the event of total destruction”.

Yet Credit Bank’s exceptionally dynamic growth during these years does not prevent Yannis Costopoulos from continuing 

his involvement in other areas which he considers to be particularly significant. In late 1960, the Bank had already 

adopted the practice of commissioning Greek artists to produce a new work of art for each new Branch it opened. 

This practice resulted in the creation of an important collection of works of contemporary Greek art. 

Moreover, since the late 1980s, Yannis Costopoulos has an unprecedented string of successes in sailing, as with the 

various generations of Okyalos boats he wins distinctions in a number of international open sea sailing races. Similar 

distinctions are also won by the Bank’s sailing teams, which he had set up himself.

The 1990-2010 period is undoubtedly the “golden era” for Yannis Costopoulos 

and Credit Bank, whose name is changed to Alpha Credit Bank and, later on, to 

Alpha Bank. 

The Bank shows great dynamism, expanding significantly its market shares. 

A strong business Group is also created, offering a wide range of financial services. 

At the same time, Credit Bank not only expands its Branch network to cover all of 

Greece, but is also expanding abroad. It will establish business operations in 

Romania, Bulgaria, Serbia, Cyprus, North Macedonia and Albania, as well as in the 

UK. Finally, in 1999, the Bank’s size is greatly increased with the acquisition of 

Ionian and Popular Bank, in what was the largest privatization 
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ever to take place in Greece until then. A few years after that, the Bank will also acquire Emporiki Bank and, later on, 

Citibank's retail banking business in Greece.

After the death of his father, Yannis Costopoulos also assumes the management of The J.F. Costopoulos Foundation. 

Established in 1979 by his parents, the Foundation, in which he will later serve as Chairman of the Board of Trustees 

for many years, will play a key role in developing and supporting numerous cultural activities in Greece and abroad. In 

1997, the exhibition “The Glory of Byzantium: Art and Culture of the Middle Byzantine Era. A.D. 843-1261”, sponsored 

by Alpha Bank, was presented in New York’s Metropolitan Museum of Art. In 2004, a second exhibition will follow: 

“Byzantium: Faith and Power (1261-1557), again presented in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 

In 2001, Yannis Costopoulos was instrumental in Alpha Bank’s nomination as “Grand National Sponsor and Official Bank 

of the Athens 2004 Olympic Games”, which were held in 2004. It was the largest sponsorship project ever to be 

undertaken in Greece.

Yannis Costopoulos was the recipient of many honors and distinctions. He served as Chairman (2002) as well as 

member, for many years, of the Executive Committee of the Institut International d’Études Bancaires. He was 

also a Member of the Board of Directors of the Institute of International Finance, Vice Chairman of the Board of 

Trustees of Benaki Museum, Chairman of 

the Board of Directors of the National Garden 

of Athens, and Honorary Member of the 

Board of Trustees of New York's Metropolitan 

Museum of Art.

In 2014, Yannis Costopoulos chose to retire 

from active duty and the General Meeting of 

the Bank’s Shareholders conferred on him, by 

unanimous vote, the title of Honorary 

Chairman of Alpha Bank. 
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1966

1968

1963

Yannis Costopoulos joins Commercial Credit Bank. He worked 

in various positions, to gain the requisite experience of its 

overall operations.
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1963

1968

1966

Yannis Costopoulos assumes the duties 

of Executive Manager in the newly-

established General Management Office.
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1963

1966

1968

Yannis Costopoulos joins the Board of Directors of 

Commercial Credit Bank as Member.
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1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1972 Yannis Costopoulos 

launches the Bank's new 

corporate identity, 

which also includes the 

change of the company 

name to Credit Bank. 

A few years before, at 

his own suggestion, the 

Bank adopts the 

practice of regularly 

acquiring works of art.

He launches the Bank’s 

Numismatic Collection.
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1972

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1973

Yannis Costopoulos assumes the duties of Managing Director; 

he will be managing Credit Bank ever since. His father, Spyros 

Costopoulos, serves as Chairman of the Board of Directors. 
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1972

1973

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1974

Yannis Costopoulos decides the participation of the Bank, with 

a stake of 26%, in the share capital of ICAP Hellas.
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1972

1973

1974

1976

1977

1978

1979

1975

Yannis Costopoulos launches the planning for the

 second stage of expansion of the Bank’s Network.

He decides the participation of the Bank in the share 

capital of Diners Club Greece, with a stake of 25% 

which will later rise to 45%. 
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1972

1973

1974

1975

1977

1978

1979

1976

Yannis Costopoulos launches a new 

advertising campaign with the slogan 

“Mazi” (“Together”).
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1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1978

1979

1977
The change in the profile of the Board of Directors 

taking place during this period, and the Bank’s 

branching out into all types of banking activity, 

are all due to Yannis Costopoulos.
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1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1979

1978

Yannis Costopoulos participates in the efforts for the 

modernization of the Greek banking system, as a member 

of the Harissopoulos Committee.
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1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

On the occasion of the celebrations of the Bank’s 

centenary, The J.F. Costopoulos Foundation is 

established, whose management Yannis Costopoulos

will later assume, after the death of his father.
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1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1981 Yannis Costopoulos introduces a 

new approach to the management 

of Personnel, which includes, 

among other things, extraordinary 

allowances, special bonuses in 

periods of high profitability and the 

distribution of shares to the Bank's 

senior Executives.

The first online applications are 

established in the Bank, and 

Yannis Costopoulos introduces 

–for the first time in Greece– 

automated teller machines 

(ATMs) and the use of cards for 

cash withdrawals (cashcards).

In 1981, Yannis Costopoulos lays 

the foundation stone of the 

Bank’s new Main Building.
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1981

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

Objecting to the practice of the State-controlled 

banks, Yannis Costopoulos resorts to the Bank’s 

reserves in order to establish a decent dividend. 

1982
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1981

1982

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

Yannis Costopoulos establishes Credit 

Investments A.E., a portfolio investment 

company which soon became the largest 

Greek company of its kind. 

1983
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1981

1982

1983

1985

1986

1987

1988

After the death of his 

father, Yannis Costopoulos 

assumes the duties of 

Chairman of the Board of 

Directors and General 

Manager of the Bank.

On his initiative, Delta

Informatics A.E. is 

established, whose 

activities include, among 

others, the gathering, 

processing and 

transmission–under an 

exclusive agreement– of 

election results in Greece, 

making use of computer 

graphics technology for 

the first time.

1984
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1981

1982

1983

1984

1986

1987

1988

Satisfied with the progress made so far, Yannis 

Costopoulos sets long-term goals for the Bank, 

focusing on the quality of the services offered to 

Customers and on improvements in productivity 

through computerization. 

1985
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1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1987

1988

The initiated reforms included the operation of the Branches, by 
laying down principles regarding their operation.

With the introduction of leasing in the Greek market, Yannis 
Costopoulos decides to transform Alpha Computers A.E. into 
a leasing company, the first one to launch and establish this 
financing tool in the Greek market.

Yannis Costopoulos concludes an agreement with Assicurazioni 
Generali for the joint establishment of Generali Life Insurance 
Company.

1986
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1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1988

Yannis Costopoulos

inaugurates the Bank’s 

new Main Building. Its 

technical specifications 

make it a feat of modern 

technology.

On the occasion of the 

inauguration of the Bank’s 

new Main Building, the 

establishment of the 

Efstathia J. Costopoulos 

Foundation, named in 

memory of the wife of the 

Bank’s founder, is 

announced.

1987
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1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

Yannis Costopoulos takes the initiative for the establishment of Alpha Finance A.E., 

specializing in the provision of investment banking services.

The new institutional framework created in the 

Greek market during the 1980s, offers significant 

opportunities for the growth of the Bank’s

business, enabling Yannis Costopoulos to 

confidently state: “Our time has come”.

In partnership with the Ch. Theodoridis brokerage firm, he establishes 

Alpha Brokerage A.E., the very first company to become a member of the 

Athens Stock Exchange. 1988

In 1988, the Bank issues the Visa Cashcard, the 

first banking and credit card in Greece to combine 

the functions of a credit card with those of a card 

for cash withdrawals and deposits.

During the same time, he oversees the completion of the procedures for the 

establishment of a Representative Office in London. 
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1992

1993

1994

1995

1997

1999

1990 Yannis Costopoulos concludes 

an agreement with a group of 

Greek entrepreneurs. This will 

result in the establishment of 

Alpha Ventures A.E. and Alpha 

Business Promotions A.E. 

The new Alphaphone service, 

the first home banking 

application in Greece, and 

Alphalink, the first system in 

Greece for electronic 

payments and the automated 

approval of card-based 

transactions using the Bank’s 

Point of Sale (POS) 

terminals, are presented by 

Yannis Costopoulos.
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1990

1993

1994

1995

1997

1999

1992

Yannis Costopoulos negotiates and successfully concludes an 

agreement with Warburg Asset Management, for marketing in 

Greece the Mercury funds, the most important mutual funds 

on the London market. 

Yannis Costopoulos presents Alphaline, the first computer-based 

customer service system.
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1990

1992

1994

1995

1997

1999

1993

Yannis Costopoulos 

announces the issue of 

Cashcard – Debit, the 

first debit card in Greece 

without a purchase limit. 

He takes the initiative for the establishment of Banca Bucuresti. 
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1990

1992

1993

1995

1997

1999

1994 As part of the change of the Bank’s corporate name to Alpha Credit Bank, 

Yannis Costopoulos announces the Bank's new corporate identity. The name, 

the blue color and the corporate logo symbolize the Bank’s Greek roots.

Yannis Costopoulos successfully 

concludes the negotiations for the 

acquisition of Commercial Bank of 

London, which is immediately renamed 

Alpha Bank London.

He concludes an agreement with the Bank of Cyprus for the joint establishment 

of ABC Factors, the first factoring company in Greece.
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1990

1992

1993

1994

1997

1999

1995

Yannis Costopoulos 

decides to lower the 

Bank’s lending rates and 

to introduce a minimum 

lending rate (“prime rate”). 

He announces the conclusion 

of an agreement under which 

the Bank is the exclusive 

franchiser in Greece for 

issuing and acquiring 

American Express cards, one 

of the most distinguished 

plastic money products in 

the world.
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1990

1992

1993

1994

1995

1999

1997

In the context of the new allocation, within the General 

Management, of duties regarding the Group and the 

Bank, Yannis Costopoulos is appointed Chairman and 

Managing Director.

He announces the Bank’s decision to expand into 

Albania, with the establishment of the first Branch 

in Tirana.

He concludes the negotiations for the acquisition 

of Lombard Natwest Bank Ltd, which joined the 

Alpha Bank Group with the company name

Alpha Bank Limited.

He inaugurates the exhibition “The Glory 

of Byzantium” at New York’s Metropolitan 

Museum of Art.

He announces the launch of the Alpha Web Banking service, which enables 

customers to carry out banking transactions over the Internet.
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1990

1992

1993

1994

1995

1997

1999

In 1999, Alpha Credit Bank 

acquires the Ionian and 

Popular Bank, in what was 

the largest privatization ever 

to take place in Greece.

On the initiative of Yannis 

Costopoulos, Alpha Finance 

U.S. Corporation is 

established, thus allowing 

the Bank to access the 

New York market.

The negotiations for the acquisition of 65% of Kreditna Banka a.d. Skopje by 

Alpha Credit Bank are successfully concluded. 
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2001

2002

2004

2005

2008

2009

2000

He launches the Alpha Bank m-banking service, which enables customers to 

carry out banking transactions using their mobile phones.

The Chairman’s decision for 

upgrading the Sofia Branch 

established in 1995 by Ionian 

Bank, is announced.

Yannis Costopoulos decides to 

create a Historical Archives Section, 

on the occasion of the merger of 

Alpha Credit Bank with Ionian and 

Popular Bank.
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2000

2002

2004

2005

2008

2009

Yannis Costopoulos is instrumental in Alpha Bank’s nomination 

as Grand National Sponsor and Official Bank of the Athens 

2004 Olympic Games. 

2001
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2000

2001

2004

2005

2008

2009

Yannis Costopoulos decides to amend the administrative structure 

with the establishment of two General Manager positions. 

He announces the Bank’s expansion into the Serbian market, 

with the establishment of a Branch in Belgrade. 

2002
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2000

2001

2002

2005

2008

2009

Yannis Costopoulos establishes 

the corporate volunteering 

programs, whose aim is to 

further enhance the Bank's 

contribution to society as a 

whole, by assisting initiatives 

that support culture, sports 

and the environment.

He inaugurates the major international exhibition “Byzantium: Faith and Power 

1261-1557”, at New York’s Metropolitan Museum of Art. 

2004
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2000

2001

2002

2004

   

2008

2009

Yannis Costopoulos is elected 

Executive Chairman of the Bank. 

Demetrios P. Mantzounis, until then 

General Manager of the Bank, is 

elected Managing Director - CEO.

On the occasion of the completion of 

125 years from the establishment of 

the J.F. Costopoulos commercial firm 

and 165 years from the establishment 

of the Ionian Bank, Yannis Costopoulos 

inaugurates the exhibition 

“The Alpha Bank Collection: Paintings, 

Prints, Sculptures”, at Benaki Museum.

In the same year, he inaugurates the fully 

renovated Banknote Museum of the Ionian 

Bank in the listed building that housed the 

first Branch of the Ionian Bank in Corfu.

2005
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2000

2001

2002

2004

2005

2009

Yannis Costopoulos announces the Bank’s expansion into 

the Ukranian market, with the acquisition of OJSC 

Astra Bank.

2008
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2000

2001

2002

2004

2005

2008

The Chairman inaugurates the exhibition 

“Experience Sofia – 130 years capital”, held 

as part of the celebrations for the Bank’s 

130th anniversary and for the completion of 

130 years from Sofia’s establishment as the 

capital of Bulgaria.
2009
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2014

2012

An agreement is signed with Crédit Agricole for the 

acquisition of the entire share capital of Emporiki Bank 

by Alpha Bank.
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2012

2014

The annual Ordinary General Meeting of the Shareholders 

confers on Yannis Costopoulos the title of Honorary Chairman 

of Alpha Bank. The Meeting also elects Vasileios Rapanos, 

Professor Emeritus of the National and Kapodistrian University 

of Athens, to succeed him in his position.







Representatives of the economic and political world
bid farewell to Yannis S. Costopoulos

and numerous tributes are published in the Press

      epresentatives of Greece’s economic, financial and banking sectors expressed their deepest condolences for the 

      loss of Yannis S. Costopoulos, through personal messages and statements to the Press. They all talked about his 

indelible mark on the banking system and the country’s economic life, focusing, with touching words, on his leading 

personality, his managerial skills and his innovative thinking, as well as his rare work ethic but also the particular 

sensitivity that defined him. 

The Governor of the Bank of Greece, Yannis Stournaras, said, among other things: “Yannis Costopoulos was the 

Patriarch of the banking system, but he was also much more than that. He was a nobleman, a patriot who loved his 

country very much, and who was very concerned with the history of his homeland. He was someone you always had to 

listen to. The views he expressed were correct and clear headed. He listened, he did not make hasty decisions, he 

gave advice”. He added that “Yannis Costopoulos represents all the History of the contemporary Greek banking 

system”. Yannis Stournaras expressed his sadness about the loss of the “nobleman” Yannis Costopoulos in an article 

published in newspaper Kathimerini on March 13-14, 2021. 

The Senior Management of the National Bank of Greece also expressed its deep condolences, describing Yannis S. 

Costopoulos as a “leading Greek banker, with a decisive contribution to the development and modernization of our 

local banking system” and further announced its intention to make a donation to the J.F. Costopoulos Foundation. 

“Yannis Costopoulos was a distinguished man, a bright example of a banking leader, whose main priority was 

constant creation and progress, connecting his business activity with national interest and social contribution. Under 

his leadership, his Group grew in size and became more successful, and its power increased, confirming the genius 

and insight that defined him."

R

The Board of Directors of the Hellenic Bank Association issued a 

statement, announcing its decision to make a donation to the J.F. Costopoulos 

Foundation “as a small token of respect to the great work of Yannis S. 

Costopoulos”.

“Yannis Costopoulos, a charismatic personality, with vision and faith in 

principles and values, offered decisive support to Greece’s private initiative, 

and served our country with consistency for more than half a century”, 

said the Senior Management of the Hellenic Federation of Enterprises 
(SEV), bidding farewell to “a great visionary of the banking world”.

statement, announcing its decision to make a donation to the J.F. Costopoulos 

principles and values, offered decisive support to Greece’s private initiative, 

REPORTS IN THE PRESS

The deceased was an iconic personality for the Greek banking system and 
contemporary business and he was rightly called “the patriarch of bankers”. 
His long term as Chairman and CEO of Alpha Bank highlighted his important 
virtues and skills, and his remarkable contribution to the progress of 
Greece’s contemporary banking system. Yannis Costopoulos was Chairman 
of the Hellenic Bank Association from 2004 to 2005, while in 2018, during 
the commemorative event for the Association’s 90-year anniversary, he was 
awarded an honorary plaque for his long and invaluable contribution to the 
country’s economic life.

“The SEV Senior Management bids farewell to 
Yannis Costopoulos, Honorary Chairman of 
Alpha Bank, who defined the Greek banking 
sector for decades, and had a decisive 
contribution to the development and growth 
of Greek businesses and economy overall.”



Meanwhile, with their Resolutions, the Boards of Directors of Banks (Piraeus Bank, Eurobank), businesses (the 

Karelia Tobacco Company Inc., TITAN, Mytilineos et al.) and other institutions or organizations (the Hellenic 

Financial Stability Fund, the Goulandris Natural History Museum, the Messinia General Hospital, the 

Foundation for Economic and Industrial Research, the Historical and Ethnological Society of Greece, the 

Hellenic Foundation for European & Foreign Policy, the “Elpida” Association et al.) sent their condolences and 

announced their decision to make donations to the J.F. Costopoulos Foundation or other charitable causes. 

At the same time, politicians, public figures, market executives and Alpha Bank Employees paid tribute to 

Yannis S. Costopoulos both in media and social media, with messages revealing their appreciation and 

respect for the “remarkable banker”, the “iconic visionary,” the “patriarch of bankers”, “the Captain”.

Indicatively, the Minister of Development and Investments Adonis Georgiadis said Yannis S. Costopoulos “was a 

great man, an important nobleman, a great patriot whose contribution to National Economy and Greece in general was 

significant”. He also praised the cultural work of Alpha Bank’s Honorary Chairman and his “remarkable collection of 

original ancient Greek coins, which Yannis Costopoulos repatriated”.

The CEO of Eurobank, Fokion Karavias, also made a statement 

about the loss of Yannis S. Costopoulos, stressing that:

The CEO of Piraeus Bank, Christos Megalou, also talked 

about the loss of Yannis S. Costopoulos:

 of Banks (Piraeus Bank, Eurobank), businesses (the 

The Alternate Minister of Foreign Affairs Miltiadis Varvitsiotis 

also sent his condolences, through the Athens News Agency:

With a twitter post, New Democracy MP Dora Bakoyannis 

noted that:
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Yannis Costopoulos was a pioneer of retail banking in 
Greece and a worthy successor to a great family 
tradition. He opened new paths for the sector, which 
he also honored with his long and important 
presence. All of us serving the Greek banking system 
today are his heirs and his loss weighs heavily on us.

“It is with great sadness that we bid farewell to a great 
Greek today. The “patriarch” of the Greek banking system, 
Yannis Costopoulos, the visionary, the pioneer, the captain, 
the man who over the past decades left an indelible mark 
and a legacy of morality, inspiration and creativity on the 
country’s economic, cultural and social history.”

Yannis Costopoulos was perceptive and a 
pioneer. He was a leading banker who made 
history in the banking sector and offered much 
to his country and to Greek economy. My 
deepest condolences to his family.

“Yannis Costopoulos was an iconic 

personality in the banking sector, he was 

an open-minded man who loved creation 

and had a vision for Greek society.”



Numerous articles and special tributes published in the Press

 

Following the announcement of Yannis S. Costopoulos’ passing, countless articles were published in print and online 

media, while the tributes that aired on TV and radio news on March 9, 2021, were also extensive. Journalists talked 

about the strong personality of the man who contributed more than anyone to the modernization of Greece’s banking 

system with his perception, drive and vision, and they also highlighted his particular dedication to Art and Culture, 

which is reflected in Alpha Bank’s significant cultural activity.

Indicatively:Indicatively:

Kathimerini, 10.3.2021, 

Commentary 

by Alexis Papahelas

“Yannis Costopoulos was a true 

gentleman and a special part of 

Greece’s history. He was, above 

all else, a deeply fascinating 

man who possessed a wide 

range of interests, from sailing 

to History. […] He was one of 

the men whose moves made the 

Greek economy dynamic and 

outlooking. […] In many ways he 

was a special and distinctive 

individual who left his mark, 

gave back, and lived his life in 

an intense and unique way.”

Kathimerini-Athinaika Plus (Margarita Pournara), 10.3.2021

With his well-rounded education and a refined personality that many 

bankers would envy today, Yannis Costopoulos was very gracious, he 

understood the meaning of artistic creation and Greece’s cultural 

footprint. […] Yannis Costopoulos had a considerable contribution in 

making Greek culture more outlooking, at a very crucial time.

Ta Nea, Nikos Filippidis, 10.3.2021

“For some men, their work speaks for itself, and their 

departure signals the end of a long road. It is something 

like the end of an entire era. Such is the case of Yannis Costopoulos, 

who passed away yesterday. He took on a small bank that only had 10 

branches and, a few decades later, he had launched a group with more 

than 1000 Branches that had a presence in almost all Balkan countries. 

Alpha Bank, which was under his leadership for 4 decades, achieved 

something unique, as it is the only Greek bank that was founded by 

private initiative and has remained private to this day. It is an island of 

independence for private capital, and has emerged unscathed from the 

most extreme conditions of political instability and economic crisis.”
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Eleftheros Typos, 10.3.2021

The loss of Yannis Costopoulos, a true visionary of the credit system, who turned Alpha Bank into an engine of growth for 

the Greek economy, is great. Costopoulos, known as the patriarch of banks – he preferred the term “captain” – was the 

man who, during the 1980s and the 1990s, as the General Manager of the then Credit Bank, set the foundations for the 

modernization of Greek banks, enabling them to join forces with the country’s powers.

ESTIA, 12.3.2021

[…] If it weren’t for Yannis Costopoulos, contemporary 

Greek history as well as the Greek civilization that 

preceded Alexander the Great and his descendants, 

would have been forgotten and younger generations 

[…] would have no knowledge of Greek history. 

Farewell, Yannis.

KATHIMERINI, 13.3.2021, Evgenia Tzortzi

He had great respect for the people, the institutions, work, his country and its culture. His respect stemmed from the 

experience of a wise man, he envisaged the future through the eyes of a child, and he fought with a captain’s soul. 

He respected his partners and, above all else, his competitors at all levels. His gift could not go unnoticed, and that 

is why his presence and his words, as well as his work, became a guiding light from early on, back when competition 

between banks as to who would get a share of the “pie” at times of growth was harsh and when economic and political 

circumstances did not allow for an inward-looking approach. As a banker, he believed that a bank does not just sell 

loans but also has to inspire faith, and that is why his name was inextricably linked to that of Credit Bank, the former 

name of Alpha Bank.

AXIA, 12.3.2021

[…] Having studied naval architecture, banker Yannis Costopoulos 

realized early on the importance of strengthening the Greek 

banking system. One of the banking pioneers of the 1990s, 

he associated Alpha Bank with international and Greek 

markets and that is why it became the first bank that foreign 

investors showed interest in. The nobleman Yannis Costopoulos 

was a mentor for many banking executives, as […] he 

conveyed his views about the responsibility and constraint 

that bankers must demonstrate in their work.
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THE “CAPTAIN” OF THE BANKS IS GONE

Yannis Costopoulos, the Patron 
By Konstantinos Kolmer

An iron fist in a velvet glove
A pioneer, humane and a patriot, Yannis Costopoulos was, for his time, the banker of the future

A nobleman banker
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PROTO THEMA, 13.3.2021, Dimitris Pagadakis

He was known as the “patriarch of the local banking 

sector”. He was the only Greek banker who saw and 

experienced first-hand the great and critical changes 

in Greek economy. He was the naval architect who, 

for 40 years, held Alpha Bank’s steering wheel 

steady through the different names it adopted.

TO VIMA (tovima.gr)

By Kostas Tsaoussis

Okyalos, Yannis Costopoulos’ favorite sailing boat […] has sailed for its last great journey, the journey of no return. 

Yannis Costopoulos is on board, to meet the timeless seas that he loved so much during his travels with the team 

he had created.

PROTO THEMA (protothema.gr)

By Dionyssis Thanassoulas

“The third-generation banker, who had studied naval architecture, was and remained firm on his principles and values 

– a true representative of a generation of businessmen who rose through the adventures of post-war Greece and 

stood above political party conflicts, choosing to defend the adoption and the promotion of a framework combining 

economic growth and social progress, firmly believing in its institutional role.”

Yannis Costopoulos: The naval architect who 
“commanded” the banks

THE
MASTER
OF THE
BANKING
CHESSBOARD

Yannis Costopoulos: The great journey
of the Okyalos
The story of the “patriarch” of the Greek banking system, Yannis Costopoulos
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PowerGame.gr

By Lily Spyropoulou

Perceptive and ambitious from a young age, it was about a year before he undertook the Bank’s General Management 

(1973). He was a frugal man, a bourgeois, a noble man, with a banking heritage that went back generations. 

A born banker, and perhaps the most perceptive personality of all his predecessors, he gave today’s Alpha Bank 

the role it deserved: that of a leading bank that remained strong amidst the four systemic groups, having been 

through thick and thin, such as two crises and other trials and tribulations.

His vision went beyond his own bank.

His vision encompassed the entire banking system, 

all the local economy and all of Greece. […]

Mononews.gr

By Maria Thermou

Yannis Costopoulos, who passed away at the age of 83, could well be the person who gave another meaning to the 

word “banker”. It was the meaning of a perceptive, pioneer and skilled financial agent, who at the same time was 

surrounded by art, had a well-rounded education and was well-cultured, shedding a different light on both his 

professional and personal profile. Because despite the fact that was born into a banking family, that went back 

generations, his love of sailing – he was a naval architect, after all – as well as his love of art, which was also 

hereditary, combined with his unconventional behavior in his personal life, created a complex, charming and 

definitely special personality. […]

He worked hard, he faced many tribulations, he successfully overcame financial and political pitfalls, but as a good 

captain he led the ship to a safe harbor, turning it into a powerful bank with a strong presence abroad.

Yannis Costopoulos: the perceptive banker
who loved art

Yannis Costopoulos: A charming and
unconventional banker
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Athens – Macedonian News Agency

[…] Yannis Costopoulos’ interests exceeded the limits of 

banking and economic developments overall, reaching a 

broad spectrum that covered all aspects of our country’s 

cultural and social life, with a series of activities and 

initiatives, both through the bank as well as through the 

J.F. Costopoulos Foundation, which strengthens and 

promotes Greece’s arts and culture in Greece and beyond. 

[…]

BusinessDaily.gr

 

By Yiannis Papadogiannis

[…] It is difficult to describe, in just a few words, the work and the contribution of banker Yannis Costopoulos, 

the man who left his mark on an entire era. But Yannis Costopoulos was much more than just a banker. An 

intellectual, a true bookworm with a fondness for history, a nobleman and a distinguished athlete in sailing, with 

a great contribution to society, the environment, arts and culture. He funded the two large halls at the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art in New York, which house ancient Greek artifacts, and sponsored numerous Greek museums and 

exhibitions as well as the National Garden. He passionately supported the Athens 2004 Olympic Games, where 

Alpha Bank was proclaimed Grand National Sponsor, and did so much more. He was honored by the state […] 

and was named Commander of the Order of the Phoenix, a distinction awarded by the President of the Hellenic 

Republic to Greek citizens who excel in Public Administration, in sciences, Arts and Letters, in commerce, 

industry and shipping.

Yannis Costopoulos: The man who built Alpha Bank
and left his mark on an entire era
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Upon hearing the news of the passing of Yannis Costopoulos, a line from a poem by G. Seferis sprang to my 

mind: “This place [...] gets drier and drier.” I am concerned about the future of our country when I see people who 

have left their mark on the Greek economic and social life depart.

After ten years of a crisis which started as an economic one and soon became widespread, without leaving much 

room for hope or illusions, we are all looking for a new vision and for the person or persons who will inspire and 

guide us on a new path of hope towards progress and justice. Yannis Costopoulos was one of those people who, 

with their vision, hard and methodical work, modesty and ethics, left their imprint on the postwar course of our 

country. That is why for us, at Alpha Bank, his absence is strongly felt.

Many things have been written about the career and achievements of Yannis Costopoulos. And it is true that many 

of those achievements are unique. He took over the leadership of the Bank at a time when the banking system 

was overwhelmingly state-owned. In difficult circumstances, characterized by multiple restrictions and regulations, 

he managed to exploit any cracks in the system and to transform a small bank into a major pillar of the Greek 

banking system and of the country’s economy. His progress and achievements have been described in detail by 

the media. I shall, therefore, not repeat them here. I will only attempt to mention certain aspects of his character, 

as I experienced them during our long acquaintance and cooperation.

One of his great virtues was his ability to choose excellent associates and to trust them. He had his own way of 

identifying and utilizing the skills of Executives and, through disagreements and confrontations, he was able to 

reconcile different views and come up with solutions. He believed that the role of the banks is not only economic 

but also social in a broader sense, which meant giving back to society part of the surplus they gained. And he 

manifested this in many ways, through the cultural and social initiatives and activities of the Bank. Another one of 

his traits was his love of simplicity. Simplicity in his personal life, but also in business.

“At every critical moment, he put the common interest first”
Article by Vasileios T. Rapanos, Chair of the Board of Directors of Alpha Bank

Kathimerini newspaper, March 13-14, 2021
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He was also a patriot, in every sense of the word. At every critical moment, particularly so during the last 

decade, he put the common interest above the private one. Although he witnessed his stake in the Bank diminish 

drastically, I never heard him moan or complain.

Alpha Bank was his creation, his home; yet, when he felt it was time to leave, he did so without hesitation. I 

remember with emotion when, in 2014, he called me on the telephone and asked to see me, ostensibly “to have 

a little chat”. He invited me to his house and there, looking at me with his usual smile and piercing gaze, he asked 

me if I would like to help the Bank and take over the chairmanship of the Board. I replied that it would be a great 

honor and asked him why he wanted to step down, given that he was still strong and very active. His answer was 

curt: “Vasili,” he said, “it’s time for me to leave and I will, so I’m asking you to take over the chairmanship.”

We live in a country where success is not easily recognized during one’s lifetime. We usually throw stones at the 

successful ones. Although bankers have been accused of so much, especially during the last few years, Yannis 

Costopoulos, being a banker himself, achieved something unique: To enjoy universal recognition and to be held in 

high esteem – not only by the business world and the world of politics, but also by the ordinary people. For the 

Bank’s Personnel, even after he withdrew from its management, Yannis Costopoulos remained the leading figure 

that enjoyed their love and respect.

Yannis Costopoulos departs at a difficult time for the country, yet he leaves behind the legacy of his vision, his 

work, his ethics, as well as the example of his life. In his case, most fitting is perhaps Menander’s phrase: “What 

a beautiful being man is, when he is really a man” (“ Ως χαρίεν ανθρωπος, οταν ανθρωπος η ”).



  envision the creation of a rare collection of coins and the repatriation of our national heritage” [Yannis S. Costopoulos, 1988]

The coin, a small, metal, disc-like object, with a specified weight, inscriptions and engravings, circulated by a public 

authority, is not only a means of transaction. It recounts historical events, corroborates valuable information, conveys 

messages and is converted into a history book, written though in an abstract way. This was what Yannis Costopoulos 

believed when back in 1970, along with other private collectors and a team of scientists, he founded the Greek Numismatic 

Society, with the exclusive purpose to “promote the study of coins in Greece and extract the numismatic science from 

the inertia in which it has fallen in our days”. Two years later, he also ‘founded’ the Bank’s Numismatic Collection. 

It was October 1972, when at his own initiative as Managing Director at the time, the Commercial Credit Bank bought, 

for the first time, 185 ancient coins, part of Constantine Andreopoulos’ collection, to avoid having them sold abroad. 

The next year, the rest of the coins of the Andreopoulos collection was bought (104 items), while in 1974, as Credit 

Bank, it acquired the Alexandros Meletopoulos collection (893 coins). The first step for the creation of a great 

Collection had been made.

“I 

Alpha Bank’s rare collection of coins
The vision that became a reality

By Dr Dimitra Tsangari, Curator of the Alpha Bank Numismatic Collection

ALPHA BANK’S RARE COLLECTION OF COINS



ALPHA BANK’S RARE COLLECTION OF COINS

To safely store the 1,182 ancient coins, in 1974, the first 

coin case was bought from the B.A. SEABY LTD House in 

London, while the then young numismatist Alan Walker 

took on the publication of the Collection’s first catalogue 

(1978). In 1981, Yannis Costopoulos donated part of his 

private coin collection to the Bank, whereas in the years 

that followed, apart from purchasing other private 

collections, he conceived the idea of completing the 

existing Collection of the Bank with coins from auctions 

abroad. He even asked that “2-3 coins should be bought 

on an annual basis, one of which should be of A1 quality, 

while the rest could be of a slightly less high quality”. His 

vision was for “the Bank to create a rare collection of 

coins which could be permanently displayed at its 

Headquarters, while at the same time to contribute to the repatriation of our national heritage”. In 1990, with 4,270 

coins already in its possession, the Bank submitted a request to the Ministry of Culture to obtain a collector’s license, 

which was granted in March 1992. In the same year, upon decision of the Board of Directors, Hector P. Verykios was 

appointed Head of the Collection, aided by late Anastasios P. Tzamalis as Curator, thus initiating its rapid enrichment. 

The Collection obtained rare coins which are unique in the world and in an excellent state of preservation. 

Every ancient coin grand collector’s dream is the Athenian tetradrachm of 460 BC, the most important coin in the ancient 

world and perhaps the most expensive in current purchase value (almost Euro 230,000). Yannis Costopoulos, who had a 

soft spot for the Athenian coins, the famous “glaukes” (owls), believed that this coin should not be absent from the 

Bank’s Collection. Every time I went to his office to suggest new purchases to him, he would say: “Don’t forget that the 

Bank is not competing against the Numismatic Museum of Athens. It rather complements it”. So, when an ‘anonymous 

donator’ repatriated an Athenian tetradrachm in 1999 and delivered it to the Numismatic Museum, this paved the way for 

the Bank to acquire this coin. Ever since 2003, when I became in charge of the Collection, I had been attending all 

international auctions and two years later, in 2005, a second Athenian tetradrachm returned to Athens. Yet, this time it 

was destined to grace the Bank’s Collection, thus bringing further glamour and value to its content.

More often than not, distinguished numismatists, university 

professors, in Greece and abroad, visited the Collection to 

study specific coins. However, the time had come to open 

the Collection to the general public. When I suggested to 

him, for the first time, organizing a big exhibition, he looked 

at me skeptically and asked: “What do you mean? 



Will the coins come out of our house?” I left his office in disappointment. A few days later, he called me and said: “Go 

ahead”. In 2007, the first great exhibition took place, entitled “HELLENIC COINAGE. THE ALPHA BANK COLLECTION”, 

at the Benaki Museum, in the “Spyridon and Eurydice Costopoulos Hall”. A hall full of friends, collectors, customers, 

colleagues with Yannis Costopoulos leaning over each showcase and recounting a short story each time. Two years 

later, in 2009, the exhibition “COINS OF MACEDONIA IN THE ALPHA BANK COLLECTION” was held at the Archaeological 

Museum of Thessaloniki, thus opening the path for the Bank's cooperation with major public museums. The culmination 

came in 2011, when the National Archaeological Museum, the largest in Greece and one of the most important in the 

world, opened its gates to house the coins of the Collection, in the “MYTH AND COINAGE” exhibition. Yannis Costopoulos 

was always there, present at the Press conferences, the inauguration, the tours. His knowledge of numismatics was 

wide. He often studied numismatic texts and expressed his opinion with solid arguments. This is what he did in 2009, 

during the presentation of the “Coins of Macedonia” publication, when he expressed his own theory on “the ingenious 

plan of Alexander the Great to change the monetary system of Macedonia”, making all numismatists give him a 

non-stop standing ovation.

I will not forget his distress, on the morning of Monday, February 13, 2012, a few hours after the fire that had broken 

out in the Bank’s Building, where the Numismatic Collection was located, but also his immense joy, when we announced 

to him that all coins were intact and safe.

49 years have passed since that first purchase of ancient coins, years full of creation, exhibitions, seminars, lectures, 

educational programs, publications, collaborations with museums, universities and foreign archeological schools. The 

Collection now comprises 11,000 coins from around the ancient world and is characterized as one of the richest and 

most significant collections of its kind in the world, thus continuing its founder’s vision.

ALPHA BANK’S RARE COLLECTION OF COINS



      ollection, artists, exhibitions, works, questions, stories upon stories, all precious, are what I have in front of me 

      now, when writing this text.

I would not like to make generalizing statements, nor mention the fact that Yannis Costopoulos was a supporter of the 

arts, which he was, nor talk about his insight when it came to art, which he indeed had.

I had already been working at the Ionian Bank since 1995, as Curator of the Prints Collection of that Bank. The 

Collection was rich and with opportunities for further development. Alpha Credit Bank at the time had works of 

contemporary art in its own Collection, mainly from the period from 1960 onwards, works that are absolutely 

impressive. Moreover, both banks owned older works from the interwar period by Parthenis, Papaloukas, Bouzianis, 

Economou and many others.

In 2000, in the then unified Collection that I undertook, after the merger of the two banks, I began to see with my own 

eyes the various pioneering practices that Alpha Credit Bank used to develop its Collection. What I found ingenious was 

Yannis Costopoulos’ exhortation, as early as the 1970s, when the Bank began to expand with new, large Branches, to 

acquire a work of art for each new Branch. The work would be placed immediately in some Branches, while for others 

he would commission the work directly from the artists. These works are still on their original places today in the 

respective Branches, in Kolonaki, in the Athens Tower, in Volos, in Thessaloniki, in Larissa and elsewhere.

C

Faith in Art
By Irene Orati, Curator of the Alpha Bank Art Collection

FAITH IN ART



FAITH IN ART

In 2005, on the occasion of the Bank's 125th anniversary, it was announced to us that the Alpha Bank Art Collection 

would be presented at an exhibition at the Benaki Museum. In a short time, from September to November, everything 

was done: the design, the accompanying volume, the setup. And since then, Yannis Costopoulos was always there, in 

all our exhibitions, whether big or small, always interested in their catalogues. He would read each of them immediately, 

eager to make comments.

At Poseidonia, Nafplio, Hydra, Corfu, Thessaloniki, his presence always gathered the whole crowd around him, with 

endless discussions, requests, opinions but also imbued with a strong emotion.

In 2008, 31 contemporary works from the period after 1980 were added to the Bank's Collection as a result of a 

settlement. Thus, the Collection became a member of the International Association of Corporate Collections of 

Contemporary Art.

In 2013, it was time for the Art Collection of Emporiki Bank to be added, after the merger of the two banks, with the 

22 exceptional works of Theophilos, as well as the large dimension compositions that had been created especially for 

several Branches. The Alpha Bank Art Collection is now one of the largest and most important corporate collections in 

Greece to be created by banking organizations and institutions.

Yannis Costopoulos had a picture of all the works and had formed an opinion on most of them. Some works of Emporiki 

Bank were utilized, such as the huge composition of Yannis Moralis, which was in the Korai Street Branch, commissioned 

in 1973. The work was moved with great difficulty, preserved and placed in 2016, in the Central Branch, at his own 

instigation and care.

The art of printmaking was also among his interests. The Collection of Rare Books that he himself collected over the 

decades is considered to be exceptional, with old editions, travellers’ diaries and illustrated books with original prints. 

A connoisseur of Greek printmakers, with an opinion about their work, he had works of theirs in his personal collection 

and had formed long friendships with most of them.



FAITH IN ART

The exhibition for the illustrated books by Dimitris Galanis that we 

co-organized with the National Bank of Greece Cultural Foundation in 

2014, was a revelation for him due to that knowledge of printmaking 

and his familiarity with it.

In 2015, the Bank held the large retrospective exhibition of A. Tassos at 

the Benaki Museum. Yannis Costopoulos did not attend the opening. In 

the following days, it was announced that he wished to see the exhibition 

alone, a day when the Museum would be closed. No sooner said than 

done. We went through each work of the exhibition together, with its 

own stories, narratives and trivia. It was an unforgettable experience, a 

restrained intimacy, a river of stories, an experienced eye. Having been 

a collaborator and friend of 

Tassos since the 1960s, it 

went without saying that he 

would honor him, in a sense 

wandering around the 

exhibition with him.

Purchases, auctions, opinions, 

every time I was in his office, 

our discussions extended 

across a plethora of topics. 

I had to know everything new 

in the field of art but also to 

always disclose it to him, in the 

context of a proper discussion. 

An intimacy that was real, a 

knowledge that had come from 

experience, a decisive look. 

And of course, his favorite 

painter, Michalis Economou, 

was his sea…



The priority of History
By Kostas Kostis, Professor of the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens

and Advisor to the Management of Alpha Bank

  n 1998, Yannis Costopoulos asked to see me. The Bank was going 

  through the best period in its long history, and he considered that it 

was time to activate the “historical” component of its activities. 

Initially, he asked me to write the history of the Bank. However, very 

soon after our meeting Alpha Credit Bank acquired the Ionian and 

Popular Bank, which was essentially the oldest bank that had operated 

on Greek soil, in the Ionian Islands – and this changed the situation 

completely. The question was then raised of creating a Historical 

Archive of the Bank, an undertaking which literally started from 

scratch, as neither of the two banks that would subsequently make 

up Alpha Bank had in place an archival policy. Thus, the Alpha Bank 

Historical Archives, as we know them today, were created. They also 

incorporated, as was to be expected, the archive material of Emporiki 

Bank, which later on was absorbed by Alpha Bank, and their operation 

meets all international archival specifications and practices. The 

Archives also contain the business archive of Yannis Costopoulos.

I

With the support of Yannis Costopoulos and the assistance of Hector Verykios, the Alpha Bank Historical Archives very 

soon broke free from the confines of their typical role, expanding into a host of activities.

THE PRIORITY OF HISTORY



One of the first ones was the opening to the public of the 

part of the Ionian Bank Archives, held at the London School 

of Economics. The Bank financed the organization of the 

Archives and, in parallel, commissioned a distinguished 

bank historian, Professor Phil Cottrell, to write the history 

of Ionian Bank. Sadly, his death left the project unfinished, 

as only the first volume, covering the period from 1839 

to 1864, was published.

At the same time, the Historical Archives, 

with the full support of Yannis Costopoulos, 

joined the European Association for Banking 

History and participated in all its events. 

Yannis Costopoulos was himself elected to 

the Association's Board of Patrons, whose 

members were distinguished bankers from 

all over Europe.

In 2004, the Historical Archives, again with the full support 

of Yannis Costopoulos, organized to great success a major 

international conference on banking history, in which 150 

experts from all over the world took part. He himself 

became actively involved in the conference’s sessions, 

taking the floor on several occasions. After this 

conference, he continued to participate in other events 

of the European Association for Banking History.

THE PRIORITY OF HISTORY



In addition to all these, the Alpha Bank Historical 

Archives developed a wide range of other 

activities too – conferences, seminars, 

lectures by guest speakers from abroad, and 

publications, some of which were even used 

as University textbooks.

Yannis Costopoulos had a keen interest in 

history. He would quite often submit to the 

Archives material documenting his own activity 

or the business activity of other members of 

his family. He also used – quite often, as was 

his habit in other areas too – to raise 

questions about the history of banks, which 

he also discussed with me.

In fact, the Alpha Bank Historical Archives were the creation of Yannis Costopoulos, who, fully aware of the importance 

for the Greek economy of the banks that formed Alpha Bank, wanted to preserve their archive material and make it 

available to research.

THE PRIORITY OF HISTORY



Message from the Chairman of Alpha Bank’s Board of Directors
Vasileios Rapanos on the loss of Yannis S. Costopoulos

   t is with a heavy heart and with unspeakable sadness that the large Alpha Bank family 

   bids farewell to the man who, “with wisdom and vision”, created our Bank and left an 

indelible mark on the banking system and the economic life of Greece. It would be no 

exaggeration to say that at ALPHA BANK we feel orphaned. 

Dear Yannis,

You started your career by studying Naval Architecture as an expression of your love for 

the sea. But when you were called upon to take the helm of the then Credit Bank, you 

proved yourself to be a man of vision and of unique managerial skills. In just a few years, 

you transformed a small bank into a key pillar of both the Greek Banking System and the 

Greek economy. Composed, firm and combative, hardworking and with the ability to choose excellent associates while 

staying away from the public limelight, you created a banking group that has played and continues to play an important 

role in the economic life of Greece.

In a country where success is not easily recognized during one’s lifetime, you were lucky. Your work is universally 

recognized, not only by the world of business and politics but, above all, by the ordinary people. For the average 

Greek, the brand ALPHA BANK is identical to the name of Yannis Costopoulos.

In the difficult conditions that the country is currently facing, we make a commitment to you that your vision and your 

example will be our inspiration to continue your work, in order for ALPHA BANK, your creation, to remain at the forefront 

of the banking system, so that it can continue to contribute to the country’s development with efficiency and with a strong 

sense of social responsibility, while at the same time remaining a steadfast supporter of culture and of society as a whole.

I know you were not fond of big words. Your speech was unadorned and your lifestyle modest. That is why I bid you 

farewell with the slightly paraphrased words of our great poet, Yiorgos Seferis:

“Like the pine trees

hold the form of the wind

though the wind is gone, no longer there

so do words and deeds
keep the form of the man and the man

is gone, no longer there.”

I

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN  



Message from the CEO of Alpha Bank Vassilios Psaltis
on the loss of Yannis S. Costopoulos

      annis Costopoulos was the greatest banker in Greece from the 

      mid-1970s onwards. His work defined Alpha Bank’s contemporary history 

and reformed the banking system in Greece.

He was an exemplary and inspiring leader as well as a life-long mentor for 

all of us who were blessed to know him and work with him; visionary when 

conceiving ideas and daring in their implementation; an optimist by nature 

and a pioneer in constant improvement and change; human and accessible 

to all his associates.

He was the most eminent Greek interlocutor of the leading commercial 

bankers in Europe and in the USA. He combined prudence with boldness in 

business, realism with vision, insight concerning the future of the banking 

sector with deep patriotic responsibility. He never hesitated to take a stand, 

not even when it came at a personal cost, in order to make the right decision 

at the right time. He was interested in the progress of society as a whole and 

his actions always had an institutional and unifying character.

TOGETHER, we, the Alpha Bank family, will safeguard Yannis Costopoulos’ values.

I pay my due respect and share with you the commitment to honor his legacy for a Bank that will continue to evolve 

and play a leading role in Greece.

Y

MESSAGE FROM THE CEO



RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF ALPHA BANK

RESOLUTION

The Board of Directors of Alpha Bank, at its extraordinary meeting held today

following the announcement of the passing of its Honorary Chair

YANNIS S. COSTOPOULOS

who was an emblematic figure of the Group and the banking system for half

a century, resolved unanimously:

- To express its condolences to the family of the deceased.

- To have flags flown at half-staff at the Branches and the Main Buildings of

  the Bank and the Group until the day of the funeral.

- To make a donation in his memory to the J.F. Costopoulos Foundation.

- To publish the present Resolution in the Press.

Athens, March 9, 2021

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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